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Since then, traction control has been added to the Commander, Liberty and Wrangler. From
reading several articles written about these vehicles, I feel that there may be some
misconceptions about Jeep brake based traction control and even some misconceptions about
ELSDs. There are several parts to traction control and they are enabled or disabled depending
on the driving mode the driver has chosen. When the vehicle is in 4wd high range and the
Electronic Stability Control System ESC is on, traction control uses the brakes and engine
torque control to limit how fast the driven wheels can spin relative to the actual speed of the
vehicle. This helps provide maximum traction along with stability. BLD does not care how fast
the wheels are turning, just that they are turning at the same speed. It provides improved
traction capability similar to a locking differential. There are times when controlling how fast the
wheels spin may not be desirable for driving conditions such as mud or deep snow. In this
case, pushing the ESC button once in 4wd high range will disable the brake and engine portions
of traction control that control how fast the wheels are allowed to spin but leaves BLD on. In
4wd low range, only BLD functions so there is no need to turn off traction control. Just to get
this out of the way; from the Jeep perspective, BLD is not a substitute for locking differentials. It
is a means to greatly expand the off road capability of vehicles that were not purchased with or
do not offer locking differentials. A Jeep vehicle with BLD will negotiate almost any obstacle or
driving situation that a similar vehicle with locking differential will. BLD does require a change
in driving style and more torque to negotiate the obstacle. We have worked very hard to make
the BLD on Jeep vehicles work well off-road and reduce, and in most cases eliminate, the
complaints about brake based traction control. To understand what BLD does, it is necessary to
understand how and open differential works. Open differentials have many attributes that make
them the best choice for most vehicles. They are simple, proven and reliable requiring only an
occasional fluid change to last for many years. For rear wheel drive vehicles, they also provide
a stability advantage over locking differentials such as a Detroit Locker that are always
engaged. This means that if one wheel is in the air and it takes almost no torque, say 10 ft-lb. If
10 ft-lb. BLD will apply brake pressure to the wheel that is turning. The applied brake pressure
increases the torque required to turn the wheel in the air and this allows more torque to go to
the wheel on the ground. The one drawback is that the input torque must be twice as much as
required to negotiate the obstacle because of the brake application. The required extra torque is
not usually a problem especially in 4wd low range. For example, when in a situation where one
or more wheels loose traction and the vehicle will not continue in the desired direction, the
driver should carefully and smoothly apply the throttle to allow more torque to go the wheels
with traction as the brake s are applied. BLD looks at individual driven axles and tries to keep
the wheels turning at the same speed. BLD does not try to limit how fast the wheels turn, just
that they turn at the same speed. Some may fear that using the brakes for traction control BLD
can cause them to overheat. The electronic brake control system uses a model to estimate the
brake temperatures not only from use during traction control but also braking. If the model
temperature reaches a level that could possibly affect brake performance, the brake traction
control is shut off automatically. Since BLD is only trying to keep both wheels on a driven axle
turning at the same speed and not control overall wheel speed, the actual energy input to the
brakes is relatively low. In all of the testing done at Moab, I have never seen brake temperatures
reach a point where the thermal model turned off traction control. In my opinion, brake based
traction control has received undeserved criticism in the press and from off-road enthusiasts.
Brake based traction control on Jeep and Dodge vehicles performs well off-road and is a useful
feature for customers. Magazines should not lump all brake based traction control together.
Jeep engineers, along with partners Continental Automotive, Bosch and TRW, have worked very
hard to make Jeep brake based traction control a system that performs extremely well. Many
diehard Jeep enthusiasts agree that brake traction control can work well off-road once they
have seen it and tried it. Many trips to Moab and a number of other off-road areas have proven
how well it works. How many other stock vehicles can do the Zuki Shuffle without locking
differentials or would even try to climb where eagles dare to tread? Blog Editor Read More.
Vehicles Available. Our Service department is staffed with the most qualified technicians ready
to answer your questions and address your service needs. Use our online form to schedule an
appointment or contact our service department if you have any additional questions. Place your
order today for the Chrysler or Jeep part that you need. At Leith Chrysler Jeep, we enjoy the
challenge of meeting and exceeding your highest expectations, every time. We are conveniently
located in Raleigh at Capital Blvd, an easy drive from Cary, Durham, Garner or anywhere else in
the Raleigh area. We have a large selection of new Jeep and Chrysler models, as well as quality
used cars, trucks and SUVs. Visit or contact our Raleigh area auto dealership today and allow
us to demonstrate our commitment to excellence! Browse our new inventory page for the new
Jeep or Chrysler in Raleigh that fits your needs. Or, give us a call at - to discuss any of the all

new - Chrysler and Jeep models. Searching for a used car in Raleigh? Start and end your search
with Leith Chrysler Jeep and save thousands. With a huge selection of low-priced, high-quality
vehicles, we are certain that we can locate a used car that suits your taste. Our greater Raleigh
used car inventory has cars, trucks, SUVs and vans by many of today's top automakers,
including Chrysler and Jeep. If you have not been able to locate a specific new or used car,
truck or SUV in Raleigh we are at your service. Complete our no-obligation CarFinder form and
we will alert you by email when a matching vehicle arrives at our Raleigh Jeep and Chrysler
dealership. For a low interest car loan in Raleigh visit our auto finance department. Whether you
are looking to obtain a low interest car loan or a Chrysler or Jeep lease package for your all new
Chrysler or Jeep, the Leith finance team is here to assist you through the entire financing
process. We are the Raleigh new and used car dealer that will work to find the finance option
that works for you! Start the approval process right now by filling out our secure car loan
application online! Our greater Raleigh Jeep and Chrysler car repair center has the resources to
make your vehicle run as well as it did the day you drove it off the lot. Leith Chrysler Jeep's
skilled mechanics have spent years working on Jeep and Chrysler vehicles and will properly
diagnose your car, truck, SUV or vans problem. Leith Chrysler Jeep also offers car parts to the
greater Durham, Garner, Cary and Raleigh area so that you can maintain your vehicle. Our
genuine Jeep and Chrysler parts will keep your vehicle in top condition for many years to come.
Thank you for visiting our website, and we hope to see you soon at our dealership. You can
learn more about Leith Chrysler Jeep on our About Us page, but there's no better way to get to
know us than to come visit us in person. We're located at Capital Blvd, and we're happy to help
you in any way we can. Attention: A special message from our CEO. Read More. View Inventory.
Service Specials. View Specials. Inventory Search Vehicles Available. New Used Certified. New
Used. Disclaimer See Ad Close. Search New Inventory. Search Used Inventory. Specials Check
out our latest special offers. Service Schedule your next appointment today. Schedule Service.
View Details. Shop by Brand. Pacifica Hybrid. Wrangler Unlimited. Grand Cherokee. Quality
Service Center Our Service department is staffed with the most qualified technicians ready to
answer your questions and address your service needs. Order Parts. Follow Leith Chrysler
Jeep. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you! Visit our group site: leithcars.
Not all 4x4s are created equal. Choose an all-weather-capable Jeep Brand 4x4 system to master
any terrain and help feed your passion for adventure. Driving in muddy conditions can be
deceptive. You will need to get out and use a stick to check the depth of the mud or water.
Thankfully, Jeep Brand 4x4 systems and robust suspensions are designed to help you tame
these on-road hazards. Unpaved roads include gravel, forest service and logging roads. Gravel
can act like ice in certain circumstances. Driving in a blizzard, snow storm or flurry can send
shivers down your spine. Slick conditions demand improved traction and added attention from
the driver. On-road stopping distances can be up to 10 times greater in slick conditions. A Jeep
Brand 4x4 system combined with brake lock differential, antilock brakes and traction control
will help to see you through. Jeep vehicles offer true 4-Low modes, with super-tough
suspensions, available tow hooks, available skid plates and more to help you go where others
fear to tread. Driving in sandy environments can be challenging. For better traction in sand,
drop air pressure pounds below normal pressure on conventional tires. Return to normal
pressure after use in these conditions. Our range of sophisticated 4x4 systems lets you find
your own way up, down, through or around almost anything. You can trust the Jeep Brand with
its plus years of 4x4 mastery to help you tackle anything Mother Nature sends your way.
Capability is at our core. Jeep Brand engineers tirelessly torture test vehicles in some of the
most brutal environments known to mankind so that you can confidently hit the trails or
maneuver through potholed streets on your way to the next big thing. No buttons to push or
levers to pull. Capability breeds confidence. Go boldly. The Jeep Active Drive 4x4 System
covers all the bases for everyday driving. Get 4x4 capability when needed without sacrificing
efficiency. Wrangler, the Go Anywhere. Do Anything. The emotions you experience in an
open-air Wrangler are indescribable. Just ask someone who owns one. The Wrangler with a
standard 4x4 system can carry you to your quiet place in the woods or to your secret spot by
the rolling river. Get in, grab on and go. Both Jeep Active Drive Systems can keep you moving
forward, even when just one wheel has traction on the ground. Renegade is ready to grab on
and keep you moving forward. The Jeep Active Drive 4x4 System is ready and able to tackle
snow and trail alike to confidently carry you to your next adventure. This system actively
transitions from 4x4 to fuel-saving front-wheel drive for added efficiency. This system features a
crawl ratio for confident off-road driving. This is your best bet for a rugged, adventurous, small
SUV that can help you get away from it all. Cherokee has three proven available 4x4 systems
that can tackle all weather conditions. The full-time Jeep Active Drive I 4x4 System will
automatically engage four-wheel-drive mode when driving conditions call for it. Whether raging

rain, slippery mud, heavy snow or unpredictable gravel roads, this sophisticated system
actively monitors wheel slippage and automatically applies torque when needed, giving the
driver maximum efficiency and control. The 4x4 Low mode is great for extra low-speed traction
and neutral mode enables available flat towing behind an RV. Skip to main content. Shopping
Tools. Menu Main Menu. Main Menu. Skip to main navigation. Trail Rated. Fuel Efficiency.
Disclosure Always drive within your ability and experience level and consistent with conditions.
Previous view. Next view. Do not attempt water fording unless depth is known to be less than 30
inches. Traversing water can cause damage that may not be covered by the new vehicle
warranty. Always off road responsibly in approved areas. Always drive within your ability and
experience level and consistent with conditions. Be sure to follow all instructions in owners
manual for removal of top, doors and lowering of windshield. Always drive within your ability
and experience-level and consistent with conditions. Optional equipment shown. Disclosure
Wrangler model shown. The front wheels can then drop and compress for improved articulation.
Dana 30 front axle is standard on all other models. Play Video. Find Your Country. Contact Us.
Site Map. Search Search. All Rights Reserved. Starting at price refers to the base model,
optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers
may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. Should
you encounter an issue accessing any content on Access to The Classic Chrysler Dodge Jeep
Ram of South Charlotte finance department is focused on ensuring your experience with our
dealership exceeds your highest expectations. Our friendly finance managers work with people
from all over including Pineville, NC, Charlotte, NC , and Rock Hill, SC to ensure our customers
get the right finance program at the most competitive rates. We also provide the customers of
the Pineville and Rock Hill areas with an amazing inventory of pre-owned cars, trucks, SUVs,
convertibles, and vans from a variety of makes and models. From our sales staff to our service
technicians, the team at Classic Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram of South Charlotte strives to provide
our customers with a unique dealership experience. Stop by our dealership today to see our
vast inventory of new and used vehicles. We are conveniently located at Pineville Rd. Our
technicians would be happy to assist you in all of your maintenance needs such as
transmission services, air conditioning and heater repair, oil replacement, and tune-ups. Save
money on your next CDJR service with our service coupons. We proudly offer service on
Saturdays! Conveniently order your parts online or by stopping by our dealership near
Charlotte. Open Today! Look for this link on your favorites: Save. All Years. All Makes. All
Models. All Types. How Can Classic Help You? New Inventory Vehicles Available. Used
Inventory Vehicles Available. Our Classic Model Lineup. Chrysler In Stock. Chrysler Pacifica
Hybrid. Chrysler Pacifica. Dodge Journey. Dodge Grand Caravan. Dodge Durango. Dodge
Charger. Dodge Challenger. Jeep Cherokee. Jeep Compass. Jeep Grand Cherokee. Jeep
Renegade. Jeep Wrangler. Jeep Gladiator. RAM All New RAM Classic. RAM Promaster City.
RAM Promaster. Start Applying Today. Our Classic Store Location! Find Your Vehicle Close.
Search By Keyword Search:. Saved Vehicles Close. Share This Close. Choose How To Share:
share-via-facebook share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin share-via-email share-via-sms text.
Contact Us Close. Today's Hours: Open Today! The Jeep Wrangler is a lot like a Subway
franchise. It's a common sight at strip malls, regular malls, and gas stations. It comes in long
and short sizes. And it offers a number of toppings, both soft and hard. And now Jeep is
introducing yet another flavor: the Jeep Wrangler EcoDiesel , which borrows its turbo-diesel
from the Ram And with it comes a promise of improved fuel economy. All the taste. Fewer
calories. Wranglers have always paired well with the low-end grunt of a diesel engine. In the s,
the CJ-5 offered a four-cylinder diesel with 62 horsepower and lb-ft of torque. For , Jeep has
bolted in a third-generation turbocharged 3. It's mechanically the same as the Ram's engine ,
though the alternator and injection pump have been relocated to maintain the Wrangler's 30
inches of water-fording ability. Its horsepower and lb-ft of very lovely torque are the special
sauce. As the engine whirs to life, there's no mistaking that you bought the diesel. Jeep made
an effort to quiet the pitter-patter of the powertrain, adding sound-deadening material to the
engine-bay side of the firewall as well as foam to the back of the infotainment screen. But Jeeps
are noisy creatures even without a diesel engine. After all, the doors and roof are removable.
So, we largely enjoyed the clatter and thrum. The diesel is an expensive fixin'; we want to hear
what we paid for. Would you spend thousands on a Hellcat engine and not listen to it? No, you
would not. Around town, the Ecodiesel supports big-rig fantasies. There's no manual gearbox,
but there's a certain amount of joy that comes from locking the ZF-sourced eight-speed
automatic into a high gear and standing on the accelerator. As the turbo spools up, its whistle
drowns out the clatter as the intake gets stuffed with Peak torque arrives at rpm and stays flat
all the way to Get out of it and the blow-off valve lets loose with a characteristic whoosh. At the
track, this pound Wrangler Unlimited Sahara recorded an impressive 6. The quarter-mile

happens in While it isn't the quickest Wrangler we've run through the numbers, the difference is
so negligible that it will go unnoticed. Plus, the diesel's off-the-line acceleration never fails to
result in a grin. On the road, the Wrangler drives very much like an off-roader; two live axles and
the quickest recirculating-ball-steering gear available in a Wrangler at On the skidpad, there's a
meager 0. To compensate for this ute's additional pounds over a similarly equipped V-6 model ,
Jeep increased the front and rear spring rates by 10 percent and added diesel-specific dampers,
making the ride noticeably firmer. The huskier Wrangler also needed feet to stop from 70 mph.
That's 22 more than the gasser Sahara V In the dirt, the diesel-powered Rubicon model earns its
stripes. With the Rubicon-specific front anti-roll bar disconnected and the front and rear
electronic differentials locked, it climbed sandstone walls. The diesel shrugs off the weight of
the truck, needing barely any accelerator input. Jeep's most serious Wrangler used up every
one of its In deep sand, the Rubicon's off-road tires toss up earth as the engine churns away at
full tilt. Sport and Sahara models are equipped with an open front differential and a limited-slip
rear unit. Depending on the trim level, two transfer cases are offered: Sport and Sahara models
are equipped with a 2. Unlike gasoline-powered Wranglers, a full-time all-wheel-drive transfer
case isn't offered on the diesel. Aft of the rear axle is a diesel-specific skid plate that protects
the 5. The reservoir does not have any negative impact on the Wrangler's departure angle and,
by Jeep's claim, should need to be refilled only every 10, miles under normal operation.
However, after drinking 2. The diesel is more than just a power story. This powertrain is also
about efficiency. Though EPA figures are not available at this time, we recorded a commendable
25 mpg during our mile drive from Utah to South
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ern California. The power efficiency comes with a hefty price, though. At launch, the engine will
be available only in four-door Unlimited models. We see this as the sweet spot in the range, as
the savings can be spent on a lift kit, LED lights, and overlanding items. We'll have to wait a
year for the diesel to appear in the Gladiator pickup, but it's presence in the Wrangler is the
sandwich of the day. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of
Best Station Wagons of Jessica Lynn Walker Car and Driver. View Photos. LOWS: Pricey,
slightly compromised ride, no manual gearbox. Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
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